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Abstract
Introduction: Estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) testing are performed in the evaluation of
breast cancer. While the clinical utility of ER as a predictive biomarker to identify patients likely to benefit from
hormonal therapy is well-established, the added value of PR is less well-defined. The primary goals of our study
were to assess the distribution, inter-assay reproducibility, and prognostic significance of breast cancer subtypes
defined by patterns of ER and PR expression.
Methods: We integrated gene expression microarray (GEM) and clinico-pathologic data from 20 published
studies to determine the frequency (n = 4,111) and inter-assay reproducibility (n = 1,752) of ER/PR subtypes
(ER+/PR+, ER+/PR-, ER-/PR-, ER-/PR+). To extend our findings, we utilized a cohort of patients from the Nurses’
Health Study (NHS) with ER/PR data recorded in the medical record and assessed on tissue microarrays
(n = 2,011). In both datasets, we assessed the association of ER and PR expression with survival.
Results: In a genome-wide analysis, progesterone receptor was among the least variable genes in ER- breast
cancer. The ER-/PR+ subtype was rare (approximately 1 to 4%) and showed no significant reproducibility (Kappa =
0.02 and 0.06, in the GEM and NHS datasets, respectively). The vast majority of patients classified as ER-/PR+ in the
medical record (97% and 94%, in the GEM and NHS datasets) were re-classified by a second method. In the GEM
dataset (n = 2,731), progesterone receptor mRNA expression was associated with prognosis in ER+ breast cancer
(adjusted P <0.001), but not in ER- breast cancer (adjusted P = 0.21). PR protein expression did not contribute
significant prognostic information to multivariate models considering ER and other standard clinico-pathologic
features in the GEM or NHS datasets.
Conclusion: ER-/PR+ breast cancer is not a reproducible subtype. PR expression is not associated with prognosis
in ER- breast cancer, and PR does not contribute significant independent prognostic information to multivariate
models considering ER and other standard clinico-pathologic factors. Given that PR provides no clinically
actionable information in ER+ breast cancer, these findings question the utility of routine PR testing in breast
cancer.
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Evaluation of hormone receptor expression is a central
component of the pathological evaluation of breast cancer
[1]. The biologic, prognostic and predictive importance of
assessment of estrogen receptor (ER) expression in breast
cancer is well established; however, the added value of pro-
gesterone receptor (PR) assessment is controversial [2-4].
Despite this uncertainty, the American Society of Clinical
Oncology and the College of American Pathologists recom-
mend testing for both ER and PR on all newly diagnosed
cases of invasive breast cancer [1].
Since the 1970s, it has been hypothesized that PR ex-
pression will be associated with response to hormonal
therapies in ER+ breast cancer, as it is thought that ER
and PR co-expression demonstrates a functionally intact es-
trogen response pathway [5-8]. Analyses from observational
studies showed that loss of PR expression was associated
with worse overall prognosis among ER+ breast cancers
[9-13]. These results suggested that evaluation of PR status
in ER+ breast cancer might be used to help guide clinical
management, as high levels of PR expression may iden-
tify a subset of ER+ patients most likely to benefit from
hormonal therapy [7].
However, a recent meta-analysis of long-term outcomes
of 21,457 women with early stage breast cancer in 20
randomized trials of adjuvant tamoxifen identified ER
expression as the sole pathological factor predictive of
response with no significant independent contribution
by PR (relative risk of recurrence following tamoxifen
treatment as compared with placebo or observation was
0.63 (SE 0.03) in the ER+/PR+ group and 0.60 (SE 0.05)
in the ER+/PR- group) [14]. These data show that al-
though PR negativity is associated with a more aggressive
subtype of ER+ breast cancer, evaluation of PR expression
cannot be used to identify ER+ patient subsets most
likely to benefit from hormonal therapy. Consequently,
the clinical utility of PR evaluation in ER+ breast cancer
is uncertain.
The biological and clinical significance of the ER-/PR+
breast cancer subtype is even more controversial, with some
reports claiming it represents a distinct, clinically useful
biologic entity [15,16], while others posit that ER-/PR+
classification is primarily a technical artifact [17,18] and
too rare to be of clinical use [2]. In large published series,
the percentage of ER-/PR+ cases has been in the range of
zero [18] to four percent [11,19]. In the Early Breast
Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) meta-
analysis, PR expression was not significantly predictive
of tamoxifen treatment response in ER-negative breast
cancer, although there was a slight trend, which failed to
reach statistical significance [14]. In the EBCTCG analysis,
the investigators noted that as methods for assessment of
hormone receptor status have improved, the proportion
o fc a s e sr e p o r t e da sE R - / P R +h a sd e c r e a s e df r o m
approximately 4% in the early 1990s to only 1% in recent
SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) cancer
registry data, suggesting that as methods of ER testing
and interpretation have improved, the rates of false nega-
tive ER results have decreased [14]. Given the rarity
and uncertain clinical and biological significance of the
ER-/PR+ classification, it has been recommended that
patients classified as ER-/PR+ should undergo repeat
ER testing to rule out a false negative result [1].
Thus, despite the fact that ER and PR evaluation have
played central roles in breast cancer diagnostics and re-
search since the 1970s, it is currently not well established
if the joint assessment of ER and PR stratifies breast can-
cers into four biologically meaningful and clinically useful
subgroups (ER+/PR+, ER+/PR-, ER-/PR-, and ER-/PR+).
To provide further insight into the biology of ER and PR
expression and the clinical utility of ER and PR testing in
breast cancer, we performed an integrative analysis, in-
corporating gene expression profiling data, survival data
and ER and PR protein expression data from several large
cohorts of breast cancer patients (Figure 1).
The primary aims of our study are to:
1) Determine the frequency and reproducibility of
breast cancer subtypes defined by ER and PR
expression levels.
2) Determine the association of PR expression with
survival in ER+ and ER- breast cancer and assess the
contribution of PR to multivariate prognostic
models, including ER and standard clinico-
pathologic factors.
Methods
Study overview
An overview of the study design and the set of analyses
performed on the GEM and NHS datasets are shown in
Figure 1.
Gene expression microarray (GEM) cohort
We integrated data from a total of 20 previously pub-
lished gene expression microarray datasets. Nineteen of
the datasets were initially provided as supporting mater-
ial in [20], and the 20th dataset comes from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) breast cancer cohort [21]. To
access the TCGA data, we downloaded the Level 3 loess
normalized Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, USA) microarray
mRNA expression data from the Broad Institute’sG e n o m e
Data Analysis Center. None of the public gene expression
microarray data used in this study required additional
consent to analyze or publish results obtained from the
data. Further description of the datasets is provided in
Additional file 1: Table S1.
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The datasets used in our study were generated using
diverse microarray platforms and originating from dif-
ferent laboratories. We used normalized log2(intensity)
for single-channel platforms and log2(ratio) in dual-channel
platforms. Hybridization probes were mapped to Entrez
Gene ID. When multiple probes mapped to the same
GeneID, we used the probe with the highest variance in the
dataset under study. We scaled and centered expression
values for each gene to have a mean of zero and standard
deviation of one in the dataset, prior to merging the data
from the different datasets. The complete dataset contains
data on 4,111 patients (all with ER and PR measurements).
For the genome-wide analyses, we limited the analysis
to the 3,666 patients with valid data from at least 80%
of the genes.
Estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor mRNA
expression
We obtained gene expression profiling data on estrogen
receptor (ESR1) and progesterone receptor (PGR) mRNA
expression from 4,111 patients. Patients were classified
as ER+/ER- and PR+/PR- by modeling a mixture of
two Gaussians from the estrogen receptor mRNA and pro-
gesterone receptor mRNA expression levels (separately).
This procedure was implemented with the Mclust function
in the mclust package in R with equal variance. A similar
approach to subtyping was used in [20]. After subtyping
by ESR1 and PGR mRNA expression separately, patients
were classified into joint ER/PR categories: ER+/PR+, ER+/
PR-neg, ER-/PR-neg and ER-/PR+.
ER and PR protein expression in the GEM dataset
We obtained protein expression data from immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) from the clinical data provided in [20] and
from the Broad Institute’s Genome Data Analysis Center
for patients from TCGA. In total, we obtained matched
mRNA and protein expression data for ESR1/ER and
PGR/PR for 1,752 patients in the GEM dataset.
Assessment of agreement between gene expression- and
protein-based ER/PR classifications in the GEM dataset
To assess inter-assay reproducibility, we computed the pro-
portion of cases in each diagnostic category as determined
from the protein expression data in the medical record
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Figure 1 Overview of study design and analyses performed. MR, medical record; GEM, gene expression microarray; TMA, tissue microarray.
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using the mRNA expression data. For each binary diagnostic
classification schema (ER+/PR+ vs. other; ER+/PR- vs. other;
ER-/PR- vs. other; and ER-/PR+ vs. other), we computed
Cohen’s Kappa statistic [22]. The Kappa score is widely
used in studies of diagnostic agreement and interpretation
can be aided by published guidelines: (<0 no agreement; 0
to 0.2 slight; 0.21 to 0.40 fair; 0.41 to 0.60 moderate; 0.61
to 0.80 substantial; 0.81 to 1 al m o s tp e r f e c t )[ 2 3 ] .K a p p a
statistics were implemented in R using the Kappa function
in the vcd package.
Survival analyses in the GEM dataset
Univariate survival analysis of gene expression in ER+ and
ER- breast cancer
We used the survival data and “traditional scaled” breast
cancer gene expression profiling data for 2,731 patients
and 13,091 genes provided in [24]. Patients were stratified
into ER+ (n = 2,013, 74%) and ER- (n = 718, 26%) subtypes
by modeling a mixture of two Gaussians from the ESR1
mRNA expression levels. Univariate survival analyses were
performed using the Cox Proportional Hazards model,
implemented with the coxph function in the survival pack-
age in R. The statistical significance of each gene’s survival
association was estimated based on the gene’sW a l dT e s t
P-value in the Cox model. Survival P-values were adjusted
for multiple hypotheses using the method of Benjamini
and Hochberg [25].
Multivariate survival analysis of ESR1 and PGR expression
levels in breast cancer
We obtained mRNA expression data on ESR1 and PGR
expression and information on overall survival, age, grade,
lymph node status and tumor size for 975 patients. We
obtained information on ER and PR protein expression
with overall survival, age, grade, lymph node status and
tumor size for 465 patients. Using these data, we built
multivariate Cox regression models to overall survival.
Data visualization in the GEM dataset
For visualization of the high-dimensional data in our ana-
lyses, we produced smoothed versions of scatterplots with
colors representative of the data densities. The smoothed
scatterplots were generated using the smoothScatter func-
tion in the graphics package in R. For our plotting parame-
ters, we used 250 bins for density estimation. The densities
were represented (from least dense to most dense) by
the following sequence of colors: white > beige > gray >
black > orange > red.
Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) cohort
The Nurses’ Health Study cohort was established in 1976
when 121,701 female US registered nurses ages 30 to 55
responded to a mail questionnaire that inquired about risk
factors for breast cancer [26]. Every two years, women are
sent a questionnaire and asked whether breast cancer has
been diagnosed, and if so, the date of diagnosis. All women
with reported breast cancers (or the next of kin if deceased)
are contacted for permission to review their medical records
so as to confirm the diagnosis. Pathology reports are also
reviewed to obtain information on ER and PR status. In-
formed consent was obtained from each participant. This
study was approved by the Committee on the Use of Human
Subjects in Research at Brigham and Women’sH o s p i t a l .
NHS tissue microarrays and immunohistochemistry
Tissue microarrays (TMAs) have been constructed from
paraffin blocks of breast cancers that developed between
1976 and 2000 among women enrolled in the NHS. Details
of TMA construction and IHC procedures for ER and PR
have been previously described [27]. Briefly, immunohisto-
chemical staining was performed for ER and PR on 5 μm
paraffin sections cut from TMA blocks. Immunostains
for each marker were performed in a single staining run
on a Dako Autostainer (Dako Corporation, Carpinteria,
CA, USA). The following antibodies and dilutions were
used: for ER, a mouse monoclonal (clone 1D5) from
Dako at 1:200 dilution; and for PR, a mouse monoclonal
(PR 636) from Dako at 1:50 dilution. Study pathologists
reviewed the immunostained sections under a micro-
scope and estimated the percentage of tumor cells
showing nuclear immunoreactivity in every tissue core.
A case was considered as positive when there was stain-
ing in >1% of the tumor cell nuclei in any of the three
cores from that case, and negative when no nuclear
staining was seen in any of the three cores.
Assessment of agreement between TMA- and medical
record-based ER/PR classifications in NHS
A total of 2011 patients had information on ER and PR
status from the medical record (MR) (28% by IHC, 72%
by biochemical assays) and from TMAs (all by IHC). We
computed the proportion of classifications in the MR
that received concordant classifications by TMA and
computed Kappa statistics for each of the four ER/PR
subtypes (similar to the analysis in the GEM dataset).
We note that in clinical practice the IHC cut-off for
positive ER and PR staining changed from approximately
10% to 1% over the course of the study. This change
may account for some inflation of the discordance esti-
m a t e si nt h eN H Sd a t a s e t ,a st h ec u t - o f fo f1 %w a s
used for interpretation of the TMAs. We would expect
this inflation to affect ER and PR similarly.
Univariate and multivariate survival analyses in NHS
To assess the association of ER and PR expression with
survival, we performed multivariate Cox regression to
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treatment, stage and grade as co-variates in the models.
Results
Progesterone receptor mRNA tends to be expressed at
low-levels in ER- breast cancer and the ER-/PR+ subtype is
extremely rare
We performed a genome-wide analysis to determine the
relative level of PGR expression and variability of PGR
expression in ER- and ER+ breast cancer (Figure 2). To
determine cut-points for ER and PR positivity based on
the ESR1 and PGR mRNA data, we fit a mixture of two
Gaussians to the ESR1 mRNA data and PGR mRNA data
(separately), which produced a positivity cut-point of −1.3
for ESR1 and 0.4 for PGR. Based on these cut-points, we
classified each of 3,666 cancers as ER+ (2,505; 68%) or
ER- (1,161; 32%) based on mRNA expression levels. We
then computed the standard deviation of each gene separ-
ately in the ER+ and ER- cancers. This analysis demon-
strates that PGR's variability is strongly dependent on ER
status (Figure 2A). PGR shows highly variable expression
levels in ER+ breast cancer (PGR is more variable than
approximately 98% of the genes in the genome among
ER+ cancers). In contrast, PGR expression is highly in-
variable in ER- breast cancer (PGR expression is less
variable than >99% of the genes in the genome in ER-
breast cancer). These data are concordant with the ob-
servation that measurement of PR expression can be used
to aid in the stratification of ER+ breast cancer into more-
and less-aggressive disease subtypes [12,13,15]. The lack of
variation of PGR expression in ER- breast cancer suggests
that it is unlikely PR will provide clinically or biologically
useful information for the stratification of ER- breast cancer.
To gain further insight into the relationship of ESR1
and PGR expression, we performed a scatterplot of
ESR1 and PGR mRNA expression levels across 4,111
breast cancers (Figure 2B). This analysis shows that ESR1
and PGR expression demonstrate a highly asymmetric rela-
tionship, in which PGR expression tends to be low/absent in
ER- breast cancer, with >95% of ER- cases showing relatively
low-levels of PGR expression (less than the cut-point of 0.4),
while PGR expression varies from low-to-high in ER+ breast
cancer, with 43% of ER+ breast cancers showing relatively
high levels of PGR expression and 57% of ER+ breast can-
cers showing relatively low levels (Figure 2B). Thus, the
ER-/PR+ subtype is by far the most rare (n = 45; 1%). All
other ER/PR subtypes contain at least 25% of the cancers:
ER+/PR+ (n = 1,316; 32%), ER+/PR- (n = 1,720; 42%), and
ER-/PR- (n = 1,030; 25%).
We assessed the ER/PR subtypes derived from the
protein-based assays in the NHS and GEM datasets. The
three protein-based analyses showed highly similar distri-
butions of the ER/PR subtypes (Figure 3), with: 60 to 66%
of cases classified as ER+/PR+, 13 to 16% as ER+/PR-, 20
to 21% as ER-/PR-, and only 1 to 4% as ER-/PR+. In gen-
eral, the distributions of ER/PR subtypes were similar in
the mRNA and protein-based analyses, with the exception
of a significantly higher proportion of ER+ cases classified
as PR- in the microarray data: approximately 50% of ER+
cases were classified as PR- in the mRNA dataset, com-
pared with only approximately 20% in the protein expres-
sion data from the GEM dataset (P <2.2e-16) and 21% and
17% in the NHS MR and TMA protein-based analyses. In
all analyses, the ER-/PR+ classification represented the
rarest ER/PR subtype, accounting for between 1 to 4%
of cases.
ER-/PR+ is the least reproducible breast cancer subtype
To gain further insight into whether ER-/PR+ breast
cancer represents a true breast cancer disease subtype,
we assessed the inter-assay reproducibility of ER/PR sub-
types for cancers that underwent subtype classification by
two methods (mRNA expression assessment by microarray
vs. protein expression reported in the MR in the GEM
dataset; and protein expression recorded in the MR vs.
analyzed by IHC on TMAs in the NHS dataset). For each
ER/PR subtype, we computed the proportion of cases in
the MR that received the same classification by the second
method, and we computed Kappa statistics for each ER/PR
subtype (Figure 4).
For cases classified as ER+/PR+ by MR in the GEM
dataset, 92% were classified as ER+ by GEM, although
this percentage was split between ER+/PR+ (54%) and
ER+/PR- (38%). In the NHS dataset, 89% of cases clas-
sified as ER+/PR+ by the MR received the same classifi-
cation by TMA. The Kappa values for ER+/PR+ were 0.37
(95% CI 0.33 to 0.41) and 0.60 (95% CI 0.57 to 0.64) in the
GEM and NHS datasets, respectively. As would be
expected, we see greater inter-assay concordance in
the NHS dataset, as both assays in the NHS dataset are
protein-based, while the GEM dataset analyses are based
on the agreement of protein and mRNA expression data.
For cases classified as ER+/PR- in the MR in the GEM
dataset, 82% were classified as ER+ in the microarray data,
with the ER+/PR- category the most common classifica-
tion (63%). Similarly, in the NHS for cases classified as ER+/
PR- in the MR, 86% were classified as ER+ in the TMA data
with a relatively even split between ER+/PR+ and ER+/
PR-. The Kappa values for ER+/PR- were 0.19 (95% CI 0.13
to 0.24) and 0.37 (95% CI 0.30 to 0.43) in the GEM and
NHS datasets, respectively.
In the GEM dataset, 78% of ER-/PR- cases in the MR
were classified as ER-/PR- by microarray. In the NHS
dataset, 69% of ER-/PR- cases in the MR were classified as
ER-/PR- in the TMA analysis. In both datasets, the majority
of discordant cases were re-classified as ER+ by the second
method (94% and 86% in the GEM and NHS datasets, re-
spectively), with relatively few ER-/PR- cases reclassified as
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CI 0.61 to 0.69) and 0.63 (95% CI 0.59 to 0.67) in the
GEM and NHS datasets.
The ER-/PR+ category showed by far the lowest inter-
assay agreement with concordance of only 2/62 (3%) and
4/71 (6%) of cases classified as ER-/PR+ in the MR in the
GEM and NHS datasets, respectively. In both the GEM
and NHS datasets, the ER-/PR+ cases were re-classified
relatively evenly into ER+ and ER- subtypes, with a 50/50
and 55/45 split into ER+ and ER- subtypes in the GEM and
NHS datasets, respectively. The Kappa values for ER-/PR+
were 0.02 (95% CI −0.18 to 0.21) and 0.06 (95% CI −0.12 to
0.25) in the GEM and NHS datasets, indicating no signifi-
cant agreement (both 95% CIs include zero).
ER classifications are more reproducible than PR
classifications
To gain insight into the individual contributions of ER
and PR to the reproducibility of joint ER/PR assessments,
we assessed the inter-assay agreement of ER and PR separ-
ately. In the GEM dataset, there is a higher proportion of
concordance for ER classifications as compared with PR:
1,526/1,752 (87%) agreement (Kappa = 0.66 (95% CI 0.62
to 0.70)) for ER classifications compared with 1,147/1,752
(65%) agreement (Kappa = 0.35 (95% CI 0.31 to 0.39)) for
PR classifications (P for difference in proportions <2.2e-16).
The NHS dataset shows similar findings, with more
concordance in ER classifications as compared with PR
(although the difference are smaller than seen in the mRNA
vs. Protein analysis in the GEM dataset): 1,761/2,011 (88%)
agreement (Kappa = 0.64 (95% CI 0.60 to 0.69)) for ER vs.
1,634/2,011 (81%) agreement (Kappa = 0.59 (95% CI 0.55 to
0.62)) for PR (P for difference in proportions = 4.3e-8).
We note that these Kappa estimates are likely underesti-
mates of the inter-assay reproducibility observed in current
clinical practice, since: 1) the GEM dataset-based analysis is
comparing mRNA expression with IHC from data obtained
across multiple different institutions; 2) protein expression
data in the NHS MR were recorded by different labora-
tories, using multiple methods (IHC, biochemical assays),
spanning several decades; and 3) the NHS TMA cases
sampled only a subset of the tumor and did not have the
benefit of the whole slide analysis used in routine clinical
practice. Although these factors may produce an under-
estimate of Kappa values in our study, we would expect
these limitations to affect the Kappa values for ER and PR
relatively similarly, and thus, it is unlikely that these factors
confound analyses of the relative reproducibility of ER com-
pared with PR and of the relative distribution and relative
reproducibility of the combined ER/PR subtypes.
(See figure on previous page.)
Figure 2 Analyses of estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor mRNA expression in breast cancer. A: Genome-wide analysis of
expression variability in ER+ and ER- breast cancer. This smoothed scatterplot shows the distribution of 11,966 genes plotted based on their
variability in mRNA levels in ER+ breast cancer (X axis) and ER- breast cancer (Y axis). The color represents the density of genes and ranges from
white > beige > gray > black > orange > red, with red the most dense and white the most sparse. We computed the standard deviation (SD) of
each gene within ER+ cases (n = 2,505) and ER- cases (n = 1,161). PGR is represented by a red triangle in the bottom-right portion of the plot,
demonstrating that PGR shows highly variable expression in ER+ breast cancer (Ranked 157th out of 11,966 genes, 1.3th percentile). Conversely,
PGR is one of the least variable genes in ER- breast cancer (Ranked 11,957th out of 11,966 genes, 99.9th percentile). B: Estrogen receptor and
progesterone receptor mRNA expression in GEM dataset. This smoothed scatterplot shows the distribution of 4,111 breast tumors. Each tumor is
plotted based on its ESR1 expression level (X-Axis) and PGR expression level (Y-Axis). The color represents the data density and ranges from white >
beige > gray > black > orange > red, with red the most dense and white the most sparse. The jagged black lines represent the cut-points for
converting the continuous mRNA values into a positive/negative binary score. The cut-points used were −1.3 and 0.4 for ESR1 and PGR, respectively.
Based on these classification boundaries, 1,316 (32%) of cases were classified as ER+/PR+ (+/+), 1720 (42%) as ER+/PR- (+/−), 1,030 (25%) as ER-/PR-
(−/−), and 45 (1%) as ER-/PR+ (−/+).
GEM Dataset (n=1752) NHS Dataset (n=2011)
MR GEM Concordance MR TMA Concordance
Freq 
(%) Freq (%)
(%, Kappa)
Freq 
(%) Freq (%)
(%, Kappa)
ER+/PR+
1089 
(62%)
672 (38%)
590/1089 
(54%, κ = 0.37)
1325 
(66%)
1215 (60%)
1083/1215
(89%, κ = 0.60)
ER+/PR-
235 
(13%)
622 (36%)
148/235 
(63%, κ = 0.19)
262 
(13%)
316 (16%)
132/316
(42%, κ = 0.37)
ER-/PR-
366 
(21%)
422 (24%)
287/366 
(78%, κ = 0.65)
398 
(20%)
409 (20%)
284/409 
(69%, κ = 0.63)
ER-/PR+
62 
(4%)
36 (2%)
2/62 
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Figure 3 ER and PR subtype frequency and inter-assay concordance. MR, medical record; GEM, gene expression microarray; TMA,
tissue microarray.
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http://breast-cancer-research.com/content/15/4/R68Progesterone receptor mRNA expression and breast
cancer prognosis in ER-defined subtypes
Next, we focused our analysis on progesterone receptor's
prognostic association in ER+ and ER-negative breast
cancer. PGR mRNA expression was significantly associ-
ated with improved prognosis in ER+ breast cancer
(adjusted P-Value = 0.0003); however, in our genome-
wide analysis, we identified hundreds of genes with stronger
prognostic association in ER+ breast cancer (PGR's associ-
ation was ranked 728th out of the approximately 13 K
genes (approximately 6th percentile), Figure 5, Additional
file 1: Table S2). The set of genes more prognostic than
PGR in ER+ breast cancer was highly enriched for genes
associated with proliferation and cell cycle (for example,
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http://breast-cancer-research.com/content/15/4/R6812% of this set of genes was associated with the GO
term mitotic cell cycle, false discovery rate (FDR) for
enrichment = 3.4e-32), including the highly ranked gene
AURKA (adjusted P-value <2.4e-13). In agreement with
prior studies [13], we find that (in contrast to PGR) ESR1
mRNA expression levels are not associated with survival in
ER+ breast cancer (Figure 5).
Approximately 1.3 K genes were identified as sig-
n i f i c a n ta ta na d j u s t e dP-value of 0.05 in ER- breast
cancer. The set of top-ranked prognostic genes in ER-
breast cancer was highly enriched for genes involved
i nt h ei m m u n er e s p o n s e( f o re x a m p l e ,3 7 %o ft h e
genes achieving an adjusted survival P-value of 1e-4
are associated with the GO term “immune response”,
FDR for enrichment = 1.3e-11). PGR expression was
not significantly associated with prognosis in ER- breast
cancer (adjusted P-value = 0.21).
Survival analyses incorporating ER and PR expression and
clinico-pathologic factors
To further evaluate the clinical significance of ER and
PR expression, we built multivariate prognostic models
incorporating ER and PR protein expression and standard
clinico-pathologic factors. In the GEM dataset, a total of
465 patients had ER and PR protein expression data, covar-
iate data and overall survival data available. When either
ER or PR was included in multivariate prognostic models
considering age, grade, tumor size (T) and nodal status (N),
hormone receptor status was significantly associated with
overall survival (Figure 6). When both ER and PR protein
expression were included in the same multivariate prog-
nostic model, neither ER nor PR made an independent
contribution to the prognostic model.
We performed a similar set of analyses on the NHS
dataset. To ensure consistent assessment of IHC staining,
we used ER and PR as measured on the TMAs, as these
were produced and interpreted at a central laboratory. Due
to the different data points recorded for this cohort,
age, treatment (chemotherapy and endocrine treatment,
endocrine treatment only, chemotherapy only, or no
treatment recorded), radiation (present vs. absent), stage
and grade were included in multivariate models of breast
cancer-specific survival. We found that, as with the protein
expression data from the GEM dataset, ER and PR obtained
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Figure 5 Genome-wide survival analysis stratified by ER status. This smoothed scatterplot shows the distribution of the prognostic
association of 13,091 genes in ER+ (X-axis) and ER- (Y-axis) breast cancer. The P-values plotted have been corrected for multiple hypothesis testing
using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg [25]. The color represents the density of genes and ranges from white > beige > gray > black > orange
> red, with red the most dense and white the most sparse. The dotted black lines represent a significance threshold of adjusted P =0 . 0 5 .T h eb l u e
triangle represents PGR and the green triangle represents ESR1. PGR expression is associated with prognosis in ER+ breast cancer; however, 727 genes
are more prognostic than PR with the most prognostic genes showing a prognostic association to the significance level of P <1 × 10
12 as compared
with the prognostic significance level of 3 × 10
–4 achieved by PR.
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http://breast-cancer-research.com/content/15/4/R68statistically significant coefficients when included in separ-
ate multivariate Cox models, but neither was significant
when both were included in the same model (Figure 6).
To prevent any confounding of inclusion of endocrine
treatment in the prognostic model considering ER and/
or PR, we performed the analysis with the exclusion of
the endocrine treatment covariate. We obtained highly
similar results suggesting no significant confounding
(Additional file 1: Table S4).
When our analyses were repeated using disease free
survival (DFS) in the GEM dataset, ER by immunohisto-
chemistry was significantly associated with DFS (P =. 0 0 2 )
in a prognostic model considering age, grade, tumor size
(T) and nodal status (N); however, PR was not (P =. 1 5 1 )
when included in the model (without ER). When both
hormone receptors by IHC were included in a model to
DFS, neither obtained a significant coefficient (P = .67 for
PR, .21 for ER), similar to results observed in the overall
survival analyses (Additional file 1: Table S3). When using
the mRNA data to DFS, neither of the hormone receptors
achieved significant coefficients when either one or both
were included in prognostic models. However, the GEM
dataset was collected from multiple different institutions,
and thus it is possible that different criteria were used to
define DFS at different institutions, which may weaken the
DFS analyses in this meta-dataset. On the NHS dataset,
the DFS analysis was largely concordant with the results
from the breast cancer-specific analysis (Additional file 1:
Table S3), with significant (or borderline-significant)
coefficients when ER and PR were included separately in a
multivariate model, but non-significant coefficients when
both were included in the same model (Additional file 1:
Table S3).
Next, we evaluated the prognostic significance of com-
bined hormone receptor status (ER+/PR+, ER+/PR-, ER-/
PR-). Due to the extremely small sample size of ER-/PR+
cases and to the fact that the ER-/PR+ cases did not satisfy
the proportional hazards assumption, we have excluded
this classification from the combined hormonal receptor
status multivariate survival analysis. We used the ER+/
PR+ classification as our reference group. In both the
GEM and NHS dataset, the ER+/PR- group showed no
significant association with decreased survival as com-
pared with the ER+/PR+ by IHC. By mRNA expression
levels in the GEM dataset, the ER+/PR- group was as-
sociated with decreased survival (Additional file 1:
Table S5).
Discussion
It is recommended that all newly diagnosed breast cancers
be evaluated for PR and ER protein expression by immuno-
histochemistry [1]. The clinical utility of ER as a predictive
biomarker to identify breast cancer patients that will benefit
from hormonal therapy is well established [14]. The added
clinical value of assessing PR is controversial [2-4]. The
goals of our study were to assess the frequency, repro-
ducibility and prognostic association of breast cancer
subtypes defined by ER/PR expression.
Prior work has shown that PR loss in ER+ breast cancer
is associated with a more aggressive subset of ER+
breast cancer [9-13,15]. A limitation of most prior studies
examining the prognostic significance of PR expression in
ER+ breast cancer is that they have not examined the
prognostic performance of PR relative to other genes,
genome-wide. It has recently been shown that a large
number of “randomly selected” genes and gene sets
obtain statistically significant associations with patient
prognosis in ER+ breast cancer [28], suggesting that
prior to inferring the biological significance of a cancer
biomarker (gene or gene signature) based on correlation
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http://breast-cancer-research.com/content/15/4/R68with survival, it is necessary to determine the marker’s
ability to stratify patients into prognostically variable
groups relative to the performance of randomly selected
genes/gene-sets in the dataset [24,28].
Our study contributes to the prior literature on the
prognostic value of PR expression in breast cancer, by
performing a genome-wide survival analysis of approxi-
mately 13 K genes across approximately 2.7 K patients
stratified by ER status. In this analysis, PGR expression
was associated with prognosis in ER+ but not in ER-
breast cancer. However, PGR was not among the most
strongly prognostic markers in ER+ breast cancer, ranking
in the sixth percentile genome-wide, with approximately
5% of the approximately 13 K genes in the analysis showing
at least as strong a prognostic association as PGR in ER+
breast cancer. Thus, in an unbiased genome-wide search
for the most prognostic markers in ER+ breast cancer, pro-
gesterone receptor would be unlikely to be selected. In our
multivariate survival analyses from both the GEM and
NHS datasets, ER and PR were significantly associated with
survival in multivariate survival models considering ER or
PR and standard clinco-pathologic factors; however, when
both hormone receptors were included in the same multi-
variate model, neither ER nor PR were significant.
The most important attribute of a cancer biomarker is
not correlation with patient prognosis but efficacy in
predicting response to specific therapies. It has long been
hypothesized that evaluation of PR expression in ER+
breast cancer could be used to identify a patient subset
most likely to benefit from hormonal therapy [7]. A recent
meta-analysis of 20 randomized clinical trials of tamoxifen
efficacy (n approximately 20 K) demonstrated that both
ER+/PR+ and ER+/PR- patients show significant benefit
from tamoxifen therapy, and PR is not a useful marker for
predicting tamoxifen response in ER+ breast cancer [14].
A recent study evaluating the ability of PR expression to
predict benefit from exemestane vs. tamoxifen in ER+
breast cancer similarly identified no association between
PR expression and treatment benefit [29], providing further
e v i d e n c et os u g g e s tt h a tP Ri sap r o g n o s t i c ,b u tn o tap r e -
dictive biomarker in ER+ breast cancer [30]. The potential
role of PR as a predictive biomarker for determining benefit
from chemotherapy in ER+ breast cancer is also not well
defined. A recent study by Viale et al. [31] assessed the
added benefit of PR for predicting response to chemo-
endocrine therapy in ER+ breast cancer, and the investiga-
tors did not identify a significant interaction of PR status
with chemotherapeutic regimen in predicting disease free
survival. The value of PR for predicting chemotherapy re-
sponse in ER+ breast cancer remains uncertain, and this is
an important area for future study.
The biological and clinical significance of PR expression
in ER- breast cancer is poorly understood and is contro-
versial [1,16,17]. Some studies have suggested that
ER-/PR+ breast cancers show distinct clinical and
biological features [9,15], implying that ER-/PR+ may repre-
sent a true breast cancer disease subtype. Other studies
have maintained that ER-/PR+ breast cancer is too rare
(0 to 0.1% frequency) to represent a true disease subtype
and that as IHC-based methods for ER/PR assessment im-
prove, the ER-/PR+ classification will become even rarer
[2,17,18]. The recent EBCTG meta-analysis of randomized
trials of tamoxifen efficacy identified a slight trend for PR
expression to be associated with benefit from tamoxifen
therapy in ER- breast cancer; although this result did not
reach statistical significance [14].
Our study makes two primary contributions to the prior
body of literature regarding ER-/PR+ breast cancer. First,
we perform a large gene expression microarray-based ana-
lysis incorporating the measurement of mRNA levels of
ESR1 and PGR from approximately 4 K breast cancers. We
find that PGR is one of the least variable genes in ER-
breast cancer (ranked 10th genome-wide, <0.1 percentile),
and the great majority of ER- cases show low/absent PGR
expression levels. Thus, ER-/PR+ breast cancer is by far
the most rare breast cancer subtype defined by ER/PR
expression, accounting for approximately 1% of cases in
the mRNA-based analyses. We find similar findings in the
protein-based analyses, in which the ER-/PR+ subtype is
the rarest ER/PR subtype, accounting for between 1% and
4% of the cases.
The consistency of the observation (both in our study,
and in prior studies) that ER-/PR+ breast is by far the most
rare breast cancer subtype, accounting for approximately 1
to 4% of cases, establishes that ER and PR show a highly
asymmetric pattern of co-expression, in which ER-
implies PR-, but PR- does not imply ER-. These “Boolean
implications” [32] support the long-held biological model
that PR is under the control of ER [5,6,8].
The second major contribution of our study to the
characterization of ER-/PR+ breast cancer is that we
performed an inter-assay reproducibility analysis across
two large and diverse breast cancer datasets, in which ER
and PR were assessed by multiple methods on the same set
o ft u m o r s .T h i sa n a l y s i ss h o ws that ER-/PR+ breast cancer
is by far the least reproducible breast cancer subtype, with
the vast majority (94% and 97% in the two datasets) of
cases classified as ER-/PR+ in the MR re-classified when
testing was performed by a secondary method. The re-
classified cases were relatively evenly split between ER+
and ER- subgroups on repeat testing.
Taken together, our data do not support that ER-/PR+
represents a biologically distinct or clinically useful
breast cancer subtype. These data suggest that PR testing
is not warranted in ER- breast cancer, as ER-/PR+ breast
cancer is very rare and non-reproducible, thus the vast
majority of cases classified as ER-/PR+ will represent
false classifications. Our data suggest that ER+/PR-
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http://breast-cancer-research.com/content/15/4/R68breast cancer represents a distinct disease subtype, which
accounts for approximately 15% of breast cancers, shows
fair reproducibility, and is associated with worse prognosis
as compared with ER+/PR+ breast cancer; however, our
genome-wide analysis identifies hundreds of genes that are
significantly more prognostic than PR in ER+ breast cancer,
suggesting that other candidate prognostic biomarkers are
likely to outperform PR for predicting patient survival in
ER+ breast cancer. Further, until there are data to establish
that PR is a predictive (and not merely prognostic) marker
in ER+ breast cancer (and outperforms competing pre-
dictive biomarkers in ER+ breast cancer), the clinical
rationale for routine PR testing in ER+ breast cancer will
remain uncertain.
Conclusions
The College of American Pathologists and American
Society of Clinical Oncology recommend ER and PR
testing for all newly diagnosed cases of invasive breast
cancer [1]. While the clinical and biological importance of
ER in breast cancer is well-established, the added clinical
benefit of PR evaluation is uncertain. In our integrative
analysis, incorporating gene expression profiling data,
immunohistochemistry data, and clinical data across
two large and diverse datasets, we find that:
1. PR tends to be expressed at low levels in ER- breast
cancer.
2. PR expression is not associated with prognosis in
ER- breast cancer.
3. ER-/PR+ breast cancer is not a reproducible subtype.
Thus, PR testing is of uncertain clinical utility in ER-
breast cancer. The clinical utility of measuring PR ex-
pression in ER+ breast cancer is also not well-defined. Sev-
eral studies (including ours) show that loss of PR
expression is associated with a more aggressive subset
of ER+ breast cancer; however, it is important to note
that testing for PR expression currently provides no
clinically actionable information in ER+ breast cancer,
as patients will receive endocrine therapy regardless of
PR status and there is no consensus as to whether
knowledge of PR expression by IHC has a role in informing
the use of chemotherapy in ER+ breast cancer. Further, our
study identifies hundreds of genes that are more prognostic
than PR in ER+ breast cancer demonstrating that it is
unlikely that PR will emerge as a top-performing prog-
nostic biomarker in ER+ breast cancer. Therefore, there
is currently no strong evidence to support the clinical
utility of routine PR testing in ER+ or ER- breast cancer.
Given that breast cancer is the most common cancer
diagnosed in women, eliminating PR testing from the
routine diagnostic work-up of invasive breast cancer
could save the health care industry tens of millions of
dollars per year, with no loss in the clinical utility of the
pathological evaluation.
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Additional file 1: Table S1. Description of gene expression microarray
datasets used in the analyses. Table S2. Results of genome-wide survival
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therapy. Table S5. Survival analysis with combined receptor status.
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